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Vanessa Abbot and Detective Pete Wheeler are enjoying a much-deserved night out at a nice

restaurant when Pete informs Vanessa that Walter Connelly is out of jail and awaiting trial for Alfred

Botchweather's murder. The news that Walter is under house arrest and cut off from the world offers

Vanessa little comfort after Walter threatened to pay them back for putting him away. But when the

man at the table next to Pete and Vanessa falls over dead, another murder investigation sucks

Vanessa into a world of intrigue and mystery. Can Vanessa solve the case with the help of her cats?

And what will she discover about her cat Henry?Read to find out!This is the second book in the

popular Vanessa Abbot Cat Protection League Series. If you love animals, especially cats and cat

mysteries, you will enjoy this cat cozy mystery series
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This is a cute cozy that anyone can read. There are no gruesome murder scenes or sexy romance

scenes. It is a G rated book. The plethora of cats and their underground communications system is

awesome. Vanessa lives for these cats and the protection league she formed years ago. Vanessa is



a bit naÃƒÂ¯ve about the world outside her shop's doors but when her cats are involved in solving a

murder and she meets Detective Wheeler her world and views open up.

I love cats and I enjoy a cozy mystery, but this book didn't thrill me much. A reader has to be into cat

"mental telepathy" to find it enjoyable. If you do enjoy fantasies where cats solve mysteries, this is a

great book for you.The mystery itself is valid, though the plot is very simple and the cast limited. The

pace could be perked up with more action, less conversation, and more emotion brought out in the

conversations; these don't move the plot along like they could. And the police detective blabbing so

much info at the crime scene, discussing the suspects in front of all and sundry, is quite unorthodox.

This was a good short story. It was a bit too short as the characters could have used a bit more

fleshing out. We don't know, for instance, how or when the main character started communicating

with her cats. There were other details that were glossed over too quickly as well, but in spite of

these drawbacks the book flowed and kept my attention to the end.

I really loved the book. It was fun to read and had lots of cute ins and outs, yet it was suspenseful. It

also had a lot of surprises, and was light hearted. The only thing I didn't like was that (you may think

I'm a prude ~ but have a moral compass) they were always talking about moving in together...taking

it to the next level if you will. What's wrong with talking about getting married?

Great continuing series. All the cats living with Vanessa finally let on there is an underground

communications system. Vanessa with a little help from her furry friends help catch the killer and

save the day and are finding a handsome detective to boot.

I was lukewarm about this series after reading the first book, but the author's writing has really

tightened up with the second in the series. This was an enjoyable lunch break story.One caveat

however, the relationship of the main character and the local police detective would be hard to just

jump into if you haven't read the first book.

I like the progression of the relationship between Vanessa and Pete. I like how the cats relay

information to Vanessa. Wonder if she and Pete will move in together? People who like cats and the

idea of special communication with them will like the series.As always, I am looking forward to the

next book in the series.



I really enjoyed reading your cat mystery solving. It was different than most mysteries I read, but I

really liked the conversations Vanessa had with Henry. I look forward to reading more of your work.
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